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Abstract| The Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) and Wireless PKI (WPKI) are essential to many kinds
of electronic businesses through the Internet. A certi cate and related mechanism such as the Certi cate
Revocation List (CRL), and the certi cate path validation are important components in PKI and WPKI.
However, because a certi cate does not contain its full path, a veri er must check the certi cate revocation
status and perform the certi cate path validation, step by step. Even though a veri er nished to check
the certi cate revocation status and perform the certi cate path validation, a veri er can only know the
probabilistic answer about target certi cate, because a CRL is published in every periodic time. In this paper,
we will propose a new approach of X.509v3 certi cate for full path validation. Using our proposed scheme,
we can reduce the time complexity of the certi cate path validation from O(n) to O(1), when n is the size of
the certi cation full path. In addition, using our proposed scheme, we will show an application, the Online
Certi cate Veri cation Protocol (OCVP), which neither requires the CRL mechanism nor a new trusted server.
With respect to the computational load, the loads in OCVP is 2n which is the same in the Simple Certi cate
Validation Protocol (SCVP). However, SCVP uses the CRL mechanism and a new trusted server, and gives us
a probabilistic answer. But, OCVP uses all CAs who are located on the certi cation full path and gives us an
exact answer.
Keywords: Certi cate, Serial Number, Certi cate Path Validation, Certi cate Revocation List (CRL),
Online Certi cate Status Protocol (OCSP), Simple Certi cate Validation Protocol (SCVP), Online Certi cate
Veri cation Protocol (OCVP)
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Introduction

With the advance of the Internet, many businesses through
the Internet such as M-Commerce, B2B, and B2E, are increasing. The Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) and Wireless PKI (WPKI) are essential to many kinds of electronic
businesses through the Internet. PKI consists of a certi cate, a certi cate authority, an end-entity, a directory
for the revoked certi cates, cryptographic algorithms (i.e.,
public key cryptosystem, signature), and some computing
mechanisms.
In particular, the certi cate is a document for authentication that binds between the public key and the subject
who holds the corresponding private key. Therefore, it is
very important to verify the certi cate in PKI and WPKI.
The certi cate is available only during its time-period
speci ed in the contents [4], [6]. However, sometimes the
certi cate is revoked because of loss of the private key, attacking by some viruses or hackers, changing of the subject
name, and so on. In this case, the certi cate authority (CA)
must construct a list for revoked certi cates, and publish
it. This black-list is called the certi cation revocation list
(CRL).
Therefore, when a user receives a certi cate, for the rst
time, he has to check whether it is revoked or not. But, CRL
is larger than other PKI components with respect to its size.
And the management cost of CRL is more expensive than
other PKI components [12]. Even though CRL has these
problems, it is widely used. As noted in [11], many e orts
to improve or modify CRL are proposed.
One of these e orts is the Online Certi cate Status Pro-
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tocol (OCSP) [7] and the other is the Simple Certi cate
Veri cation Protocol (SCVP) [8]. These two are request
and response protocols. The former is used only for the
certi cate revocation checking. The latter is used for more
general usage. But, both of them require a new trusted
server.
After the certi cate revocation checking, a process for
certi cate path validation is proceeded by the receiver or
the server that he/she can trust. But, because the certi cate does not contain the certi cation full path, the receiver
should verify certi cates step by step. Therefore, when the
size of certi cation path is n and the veri cation time is t,
the time complexity is O(2nt)  O(n).
In this paper, we propose a new approach of X.509v3 certi cate for full path validation. Using our proposed scheme,
we can reduce the time complexity of the certi cate path
validation from O(n) to O(1). In addition, using our proposed scheme, we will show an application, the on-line certi cate veri cation protocol (OCVP), without using the
CRL mechanism and a new trust server. With respect to
the computational load, the loads in OCVP is 2n which
is same in SCVP. However, SCVP uses the CRL mechanism and a new trusted server, and gives us a probabilistic
answer. But, OCVP uses all CAs who are located on the
certi cation full path and gives us an exact answer.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews related works such as a certi cate, CRL, certi cate path validation, OCSP, and SCVP. We propose a new approach
of X.509v3 certi cate for full path validation, and describe
what is changed in the certi cate path validation using our
proposed scheme in Section 3. And, using our proposed
scheme,we show an application, OCVP, in Section 4. Concluding remarks will follow in Section 5.

2

Related Works

2.1 Certi cate

A certi cate is a document that binds the public key
and its subject who holds the related private key. Only
if a certi cate is issued by a legal CA, it should have the
validity. The goal of the certi cate path validation is to
check this validity which will be described more detail in
Section 2.3.
X.509v1 has been further developed into X.509v2 and
X.509v3 in order to overcome weaknesses in the earlier versions (now, the version 4 is drafted). And X.509v3 is the
basis of the IETF PKIX working group which aims at developing a general purpose public key certi cation infrastructure for the Internet.
A certi cate in [4] contains as the following elds:

Version
Serial Number
Signature Algorithm identi er
Issuer name
Period of validity
Subject name
Subject's public-key information
Issuer unique identi er
Subject unique identi er
Extension
Signature
Table 1: Data format of X.509v3

2.2 Certi cate Revocation List

All certi cates have a eld, the time period for its validity. In this predetermined period, the certi cate is valid.
But, sometimes a subject could lose the control for his certi cate, because of loss of the related private key, attacking
by some viruses or hackers, changing subject name, and so
on. When he can not control his certi cate, he must revoke
his certi cate.
In this case, the CA who issued the revoked certi cate
should construct a list of revoked certi cates and sign the
list. This signed black list is CRL. CRL is published periodically by each CA.
But, according to [12], the maintaining cost of CRL is
the highest among PKI components. Furthermore, CRL
has some problems. The followings are examples:
- Heavy communication load: CRL is published by CAs
and contains all revoked certi cates information. A
user who wants to know the certi cate revocation
status - revoked or not - must download CRL from
the directory or a CA, and then nd the information
which he wants. But, the size of CRL is too heavy to
download easily.
- IneÆciency of nding information that a user wants:
This problem results from the size of CRL. When
a user wants to nd something from CRL, it is not
eÆcient to nd from CRL.
- Periodic publication: CRL is published periodically.
How long and how often? One hour or one day. In
the Internet, one day or one hour is enough time to
cause trouble. This problem is also emerged in the
Delta CRL [9] which has shorter periodic time than
CRL.

- Negative response: From CRLs, we can only know the
exact information when a certi cates is revoked.
To solve these problems, as noted in [11], many e orts
to improve or modify CRL are proposed such as CRL Distribution Point [9], Delta CRL [9], and Over-issued CRL
[10].

2.3 Certi cate Path Validation

In order for two users to verify the authenticity of each
other's public key, it is suÆcient that there exists a certi cation path between them. A certi cation path is an ordered
sequence of certi cates which can be processed to obtain
the public key contained in the nal certi cate in the path,
together with the public key of the initial certi cate in the
path[13].
Housley et al. [4] describe about the certi cate path validation. The certi cate path validation is a process of binding between the subject name and its public key, and/or
verify whether the certi cate is legally issued or not.
Regardless of a certi cate revocation status - revoked or
not-, the result of the certi cate path validation is true if a
legal CA issued a certi cate. Therefore, we must con rm a
certi cate revocation status through some mechanisms such
as CRL before processing the certi cate path validation.
We will use the following notions to describe the certi cate path validation.
- < x; y >: x issued y 's certi cate
When x issued his own certi cate, namely, x's certi cate is self-signed, the notion is < x; x >.
- Certx : a certi cate of x
- CAx : a CA, x
- Ui : a user, i
- Vj : a veri er, j
- f< x1 ; x1 >; < x1 ; x2 >; :::; < xn 1 ; xn >g: full path
for certi cate chain, and xn is a user in the last
< xn 1 ; xn >. The rst < x1 ; x1 > is self-signed
relation.
And we will explain under the following assumptions.
- UB sends CertUB to VA .
- The size of certi cation full path is n.
- And the certi cation full path of CertUB is f< CA1 ; CA1 >
; < CA1 ; CA2 >; :::; < CAn 1 ; UB >g.
After receiving CertUB , VA can know who issues CertUB .
Fig. 1 is a diagram for the certi cate path validation and
Fig. 2 is an algorithm of the certi cate path validation
processed by VA .
Assuming that the computation time of verify < x; y >
and CRL check is t, and the downloading time for CRL and
every certi cate can be ignored in Fig. 1, the time complexity is O(2nt)  O(n). Because for statement in Fig. 2 must
iterate n times at the worst case, the veri cation operates
twice every time.

2.4 Online Certi cate Status Protocol

OCSP [7] is a protocol that an OCSP Server responds to
a user's request with a certi cate revocation status, namely,
whether a certi cate is revoked or not.
A user sends a request that consists of protocol version,
service request, target certi cate identi er, and optional extensions to an OCSP server.
When an OCSP server receives a request from a user, the
server checks the followings order:

Start-sub = UB ;
Start-cert = CertUB ;
Start-CA = Extract issuer from Start-cert ;

for(; Start-sub 6= Start-CA ;)f

Start-CRL = Download CRL issued by Start-CA ;
CA-cert = Download CertStart CA ;
if( Start-cert in Start-CRL = Yes and
verify the sign in Start-CRL = No)f
return fail ;
g

if( verify <Start-CA, Start-sub> = No)f

Fig. 1: Certi cate path validation in RFC 2459

g

- The request is well formed.
- The server is con gured to provided the request by
himself.
- The request contains the information needed by himself.
If above three conditions are not met, the server responds
an error message. Otherwise, he produces a response message and sends it to a requester. In a response message,
the important information is a certi cate status value. A
certi cate status value is one of the three status, - good,
revoked, and unknown. First, good means that the target
certi cate is not revoked and second, revoked means that it
is revoked. Finally, third, unknown means that the server
doesn't know about the target certi cate.

2.5 Simple Certi cate Validation Protocol

SCVP [8] is the more general request/response protocol
than OCSP. It deals with the full certi cate veri cation
process rather than only the certi cate revocation checking
as OCSP.
In SCVP, a user can construct more various requests message such as
- Build a certi cation path to a trusted root.
- Build a validated certi cation path to a trusted root.
- Do revocation status checks on the certi cation path.
OCSP only performs the last request, the revocation status checking.

3

Our Scheme

3.1 Problems and Assumptions

When a user wants to verify a received certi cate, he/she
must download CRLs, check the revocation status of the received certi cate, and perform the process of the certi cate
path validation. These all processes are described in Section
2. As mentioned in Section 2.3, the time complexity of the
certi cate path validation is O(n), when the size of certi cation path is n. This computational load is too heavy to be
performed by a user. For this problem, some mechanisms
such as OCSP, and SCVP, are proposed.
Another problem in the general certi cate veri cation
process is that we can not know the exact status at that
time. Because CRL is published in periodically and the
answer of the certi cation path validation is positive regardless of the revocation status. Therefore, in the general
method, we do verify the certi cate with the probability

return fail ;

if( trust Start-CA = Yes) f
g

g

return success ;

Start-sub := Start-CA
Start-cert := CA-cert
Start-CA := Extract issuer from Start-cert

if( trust Start-CA = Yes) f
g

return success ;

return fail ;
Fig. 2: Certi cate path validation algorithm in RFC
2459
that the certi cate is not revoked during the last periodic
term.
Let's consider the followings:
- A CRL is published every predetermined periodic Æ
time by every CA.
- A general certi cate is revoked under the probability
 in Æ .
- CA's certi cate is revoked under the probability  in
Æ.
- The size of certi cation full path is n.
- A time to check the signature in a CRL is tCRL  t.
- A time to verify one relation between a CA and a
user (< CA; user >) or two CAs (< CA; CA >) is
tverify  t.
- The searching time in CRL and the downloading time
can be ignored.
In [12], the revocation rate is de ned `the probability
that any single entity's key will be revoked'. However, in
this paper, we divide the rate into two categories according
to the holder. A user (or server) who wants to verify a
certi cate can know the result after the following e orts.

- Checking n times of CRL, total time is n  tCRL .
- Veri cation n times of relations, total time is n 
tverify .
- the probability that the target certi cate is not revoked is 1 

- the probability that CA's certi cate is not revoked
is 1 , the number of CA is n 1. Therefore, the
probability that all CAs on the certi cation full path
are not revoked is (1 )n 1 .

It takes n  (tCRL + tverify ) = n  (2t) = 2nt time
under the probability of (1 )n 1  (1 ) for verifying a
certi cate.
In this Section, we propose a new approach of X.509v3
certi cate for full path validation. And, we describe what
is changed in the certi cate path validation using our proposed scheme.

the number of CA's ID part of his own certi cate. In
the time eld, put the issued time. In the CA's ID
part, copy the third part of CAA 's certi cate, generate a new ID for CAB according to CAB 's policy,
and concatenate the new CA ID to old one of CAA .
Finally, let's combine these three parts.

Our proposed scheme has the following assumptions:
(A1)
(A2)
(A3)
(A4)

CA can have at maximum 255 sub CA's.
The certi cate hierarchy has a strict structure.
At least, a user can believe on every root CA.
The number of certi cates issued by a CA is less than
16, at the same time .

(A1) comes from the limitation of each CA's ID eld.
Both (A2) and (A3) are the most basic concept for current
PKI. If CA's capability is over (A4) and/or a CA can have
more sub CAs than (A1), we can modify the eld of CA's
ID and/or time.

3.2 Format of serial number

The format of our proposed scheme consists of three part.
The rst part is the ag part which has the information for
length. The second is the time eld which is recorded the
issued time by an issuer. The last part is the CA's ID that
records the unique name of all CAs who are located on the
certi cation full path.
- ag: The rst bit represents who is the holder of the
certi cate, a CA or a general user. If the rst bit is 1,
the holder is CA. Otherwise, the holder is a general
user. The four bits from 2nd to 5th are the number
of related CAs.
1
4
3
holder number of CA's ID part 000
- time eld: The length for time is 40 bits. The rst
4 bits are the order of certi cate issued at the same
second.
4
6
6
5
5
4
10
second minute hour date month year
- CA's ID: The size of this part is 8depth of hierarchy
bits. The rst 8 bits represent the leaf CA's ID, and
the last 8 bits represent the root CA's ID.
8
...
8
the leaf CA's ID ... root CA's ID
The total size of our proposed scheme is
6 bytes + 1 byte  depth of the certif ication

hierarchy .

3.3 How to make the serial number of a certi cate

We consider the following two cases with respect to the
types of a holder of a certi cate. The rst case is that a
certi cate is only used by a CA. The second case is that a
certi cate is used generally by a user.
1. When the holder is a CA.
Suppose that CAA is issuing a certi cate of CAB .
CAA separates each part from his own certi cate. In
the ag part, the rst bit is set with 1, and add 1 to

Fig. 3: Serial number format of a certi cate, when the
holder is a CA.
2. When the holder is a general user.
Suppose that CAA is issuing a certi cate of UB . CAA
separates the each part from his own certi cate. Copy
the rst and third parts, namely, the ag part and the
CA's ID part, with his own certi cate. And, change
the rst bit of the ag part with 0. Put the issued
time into the second part. Finally, let's combine these
all.

Fig. 4: Serial number format of a certi cate, when the
holder is a general user.

3.4 Certi cate Path Validation

When VA receives CertUB , he compare CertVA with CertUB .
Because a certi cate contains all CA's IDs who related to
issue a certi cate, VA can know all CAs that he can not
trust and the last subordinate CA that he can trust.
VA downloads every mistrust CA's certi cate, and related
CRL at a time. And then, he can check all CRLs, and
verify all download certi cates and CertUB simultaneously.
Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 are a certi cate path validation diagram
and algorithm, respectively, when the certi cate is used our
proposed scheme.
In section 2.3, the time complexity using general method
is O(n) and the process can not be adapted to a parallel
mechanism. Because a veri er can not know each issuer
until receiving a related certi cate. Therefore, all processes
are accomplished step by step.
But, using the certi cate made by our proposed scheme,
a veri er can know all CAs who relate to issue a certi cate,
and nd the last subordinate CA which he can trust. He
can download all information at a time due to this reason.

- the CA's ID part in the serial number of CertUB is
CAa ; CAb ; :::; CAc ; CAx ; CAw .
When VA receives CertUB , he can know all mistrust CAs
(CAa ; CAb ; :::; CAc ) and the last subordinate CA (CAx )
among CAs (CAa ; CAb ; :::; CAc ; CAx ; CAw ) who relate to
issue CertUB . Then, he makes a request message as the
following format, and sends it to CAa who issued a received
certi cate.

Message 1 :
Fig. 5: Certi cate path validation using our proposed
scheme
My-sub = UA ;
My-cert = CertUA ;
Start-sub = UB ;
Start-cert = CertUB ;
CA[ ] = compare My-cert with Start-cert ;
CA-cert[ ] = download all certi cate of CA[ ] ;
CA-CRL[ ] = download all CRL issued by CA[ ] ;

if( Start-cert and CA-cert[ ] in CA-CRL[ ] = Yes
g

and verify the sign in CA-CRL[ ] = No)f
return fail ;

if( verify <CA[ ], Start-sub> and
g

all <CA[ ], CA[ ]> = No)f
return fail ;

return success ;

SnCertVA jjSnCertUB jjNonceVA
jjSigPrVA (h(SnCertVA jjSnCertUB jjNonceVA ))
In message 1, SnCertVA is the serial number of CertVA ,
is the serial number of CertUB , and N onceVA is
the nonce generated by VA .
When CAa receives a request message from VA , check
that he is one of common CAs which is trusted by both VA
and UB or not. If, he is not a common CA, he constructs a
new request message as the following format, and sends it
to prior CA(CAb ).
SnCertUB

Message 2 :

Message1jjCA0s IDjjAnswer
jjSigPrCA (h(Message1jjAnsewer))
In message 2, the answer is the result of checking SnCertUB
or the previous CA's status, `Yes' or `No'. When SnCertUB
or the previous CA's status is not revoked, the answer is
`Yes'. However, if the answer is `No' in previous request
message, the answer must be `No'.
When he is a common CA, he makes a response, message
2, and sends it to VA . Fig. 7 is a ow for the OCVP.

Fig. 6: Certi cate path validation algorithm using our
proposed scheme
And then, all processes can be done in parallel. Therefore,
in Fig. 6, if we have same assumptions in Section 2.3, the
time complexity is a constant, O(2t)  O(1).

4

Applications

As mentioned in Section 3.1, we get the probabilistic answer in the general veri cation method. This probabilistic
answer is not suitable for a big contract. Therefore, we propose a protocol that is suitable for a big contract without
a new trust server and the CRL processing.

4.1 Online Certi cate Veri cation Protocol

OCVP is a request and response protocol. But OCVP
uses all CA who are related to issue a certi cate that a user
want to verify, instead of a new trusted server.
For description, the following assumptions and notions
are used.
- P rx : a private key of x
- SigPrx (M ): sign message M with a private key P rx
- h(M ): hash message M
- the CA's ID part in the serial number of CertVA is
CAz ; CAy ; CAx ; CAw .

Fig. 7: Flow of the online certi cate veri cation protocol

4.2 Comparison OCVP with CRL, OCSP, and
SCVP

OCVP does not need to a new trusted server. And it does
not use the CRL mechanism. Because it only uses all CAs
who are located on the certi cate full path. Due to this
reason, the result of OCVP gives us the exact certi cate
status, unlike the general method.
We will compare OCVP with CRL, OCSP, and SCVP.
Using CRL, the verifying process is performed by a user.

And, through CRL, a user can only know a certi cate revocation status. Using OCSP, a user can only know a certi cate revocation status, too. However, the CRL checking
process is performed by a OCSP server.
Using SCVP, a user can know not only the certi cate
revocation status but also the certi cate path validation
under the probability. However, the process is performed
by a SCVP server, like in OCSP.

need of new
trusted server
usage of CRL
number of
checking CRL
check of validation
of certi cate
number of signature
total number of
signature

CRL
X

OCSP
O

SCVP
O

OCVP
X

O

O

O

n

X
X

X

X

O

O

X

X

n
2n

2n
2n

n

n

n

n

Table 2: Comparison of OCVP with CRL, OCSP, and
SCVP
Table 2 shows the comparison of OCVP with CRL, OCSP,
and SCVP. In the table, the number of checking CRL is the
number of verifying the signature when a user checks CRL.
The total number of signature in OCVP is same as that of
SCVP. However, OCVP, neither uses the CRL mechanism
nor require a new trusted server. Furthermore, as OCVP
uses all CAs who are located on the certi cation full path,
the result of this process is not probable.

5

Conclusion and Further Work

In this paper, we proposed a new approach of X.509v3
certi cate for full path validation. Using our proposed scheme,
we can reduce the time complexity of the certi cate path
validation. Because we can know all CAs who are located
on the certi cation full path from the received certi cate's
serial number, we can download related CRLs and certi cates at the same time and perform the checking of the
certi cate revocation status and the certi cate path validation, in parallel.
In addition, we showed typical application, OCVP, which
neither requires the CRL mechanism nor a new trusted
server. With respect to the computational load, the loads
in OCVP is 2n which is the same in SCVP. However, SCVP
uses using the CRL mechanism and a new trusted server.
Therefore, the SCVP gives us a probabilistic answer. However, OCVP uses all CAs who are located on the certi cation full path and gives us an exact answer.
However, the communication loads among CAs is too big.
Therefore, the reduction of the communication loads among
CAs needs for further study.
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